
Number Dance Machine!  Can you dress up as the Number Dance 
Machine?  What clothes do you have that have numbers on that you could wear?  
Dave used a cardboard box and decorated that.  What can you come up with?

We’re all going on a Number Hunt  Check out the Parent Ideas 
pack that goes with the ‘Number Dance Machine’ song on the Number Fun 
Portal.  Can you complete the Number Hunt challenge & play the other games?

Anthony’s Sit Down, Stand Up Challenge!  How many times can 
you sit down and stand up in 30 seconds?  Find a different chair or the bottom 
stair on your staircase and see if  you can do more from that position.

Alie’ Nugget Challenge!  Today is about recognising numbers in the 
environment?  Check out Alie’s Nugget Challenge about reading, manipulating 
and reading numbers on the following sheet.

Monster Challenges - Number Dance Machine

Number Fun Live: Number Dance Machine

We hope you enjoy these mathematical challenges.  Dave would love to see what you’ve been up to! 
Please send your pictures and messages to Dave: live@numberfun.com  @NumberFunDave 

The songs featured in today’s Number Fun Live can be accessed on the Number Fun Parent Portal.

Featured Songs: The Keep Fit Song 
Number Dance Machine
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Number Dance Machine!
In today’s Number Fun Live, we celebrated the fact that Numbers are all around us.   
Today, Alie Nugget Challenge consists of  the following 4 activities: 

Alie’s Nugget Challenge:

1: Go on a Number Hunt around your house.  Your job is to find, and record, numbers with 
different numbers of  digits.  Start with a single digit number, e.g. 4 on a TV remote.  Then go 
for a two digit number, e.g. 12 on a clock.  Then find 3, 4, 5, 6 digit numbers... how far can 
you go?

2: Check out the song, ‘Lumber Lickin’ Logs’ on the Number Fun Parent Portal.  You’ll 
find it in the Number section in the 9-11 age range.  This song show us how to read large 
numbers.  Once you’ve checked it out, read each of  your numbers, pretending they are 
Papa Titioning’s logs

3: Find a pack of  playing cards (or make some number cards).  Use the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8 & 9.  If  you are using playing cards, then use the Jack as a zero.  Now make your own 
big numbers up using the cards, reading the number accurately as you add each digit.  How 
big a number can you read?

4: Go back to your numbers from the Number Hunt.  Can you add them all up?   
Start by adding the smaller ones... how many can you add up? 
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